
We got creative with sound. 
Meticulously crafted from premium gloss black ceramic, the AKG N5005 is the 
epitome of pure and detailed studio sound reproduction, without distortion or 
distraction. By pioneering the combination of one dynamic and quad balanced 
armature drivers in each earphone, AKG gives you perfectly balanced 5-driver 
4-way configuration headphones and one-of-a-kind sound tuning capabilities 
that lets you adjust for four precise output preferences. Hi-Res certified, the 
AKG N5005 replicates the accurate mids, crystal clear highs and warm bass 
that allows you to be inspired by the purity of music. It perfectly complements 
your on-the-go lifestyle with its Bluetooth® 4.1 detachable cable, 8-hour battery 
life, 3-button universal/remote for hands-free, crystal clear calls and a premium 
carrying case for easy portability.

HIGHLIGHTS
  Hi-Res audio with 5-driver hybrid construction for a supreme

sound experience

 4 exchangeable sound filters for customizable audio

  High performance Bluetooth® cable for a hands-free
wireless experience

 Comfort-driven design with durable, high gloss ceramic

N5005
REFERENCE CLASS 5-DRIVER CONFIGURATION IN-EAR HEADPHONES WITH CUSTOMIZABLE SOUND



FEATURES AT A GLANCE
 Hi-Res audio with 5-driver hybrid construction for a supreme sound experience

 Pioneering combination of one dynamic and quad balanced armature 
drivers in each earphone, it replicates studio sound quality that musicians 
and engineers strive for.

 4 exchangeable sound filters for customizable audio
 These four one-of-a-kind filters lets you adjust for bass, mid, mid-high or 

high frequencies to be modulated according to your personal preference.

 High performance Bluetooth® cable for a hands-free wireless experience
 Listen to your favorite music wirelessly, and take crystal clear, hands-free calls.

 Comfort-driven design with durable, high gloss ceramic
 Crafted from premium materials, the N5005 comes with silicon eartips in 

four sizes and spinfit eartips in three sizes (S, M, L), allowing for perfect 
fit and maximum comfort.

WHAT’S INCLUDED
 Headphones  

 Serial Number Plate

 Premium Pouch 

 4 Sound filters: Bass Boost, reference sound, mid-high boost and high boost 

 Detachable twist cable with universal 3-button remote/mic

 2.5mm audio balance cable 

 Bluetooth® cable

 USB charging cable

 Cleaning tool

 Flight adapter 

 4 sets of eartips (XS, S, M, L)

 3 sets of Spinfit eartips (S, M, L)

SPECIFICATIONS
System : Hybrid technology: Quad balanced
   armature drivers + 1 dynamic driver 

Driver size : 9.2mm + Quad Balance Armature 

Dynamic frequency response range : 10-40kHz 

Sensitivity : 116dB SPL/V@1kHz 

Impedance :  18 ohm 

Bluetooth® transmitted power : 0-4dbm 

Bluetooth® transmitted modulation : GFSK, π/4 DQPSK, 8DPSK 

Bluetooth® frequency : 2.402 - 2.480GHz 

Bluetooth® profiles : A2DP V1.2, AVRCP V1.4, HFP V1.6,
   HSP V1.2 

Bluetooth® version : V4.1 

Battery type : Lithium-ion 

Polymer rechargeable battery : 120mA/3.7V 

Charging time : <2 hours

Music playtime with BT on : 8 hours

Talk time with BT on : 8 hours

Weight : 11.4g
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